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Football Teams Shaping Up

With only three days of practice left, the Sophomore and Freshman football outfields are spending their last few sessions in their plays and individual assignments on each play. The Sophomore aggregation has the advantage in weight and perhaps experience but these alone may not be able to defeat the first year men. The Freshman eleven is out to win and has contributed its share to the success of the freshmen on Field Day.

They held a signal drill in the Army Gym on Monday long after most of the other teams had dispersed. This was the first team practice of the season and the enthusiasm has already been sent to the alumni. The Sophomore aggregation has the advantage over their opponents on Friday. Twelve men from each aggregate will run in the final event.

The freshmen have sought on Thursday exceptuionally well to the trick of passing the baton, and it looks as though their record in the Wasser Memorial to be set this weekend will be an improvement on the old standard set by the class of 1922 when this class set the record for the first time. This year the time will probably be one or two seconds slower, he said.

Sophomore Favored in Tug-of-War

Tug-of-War teams from both classes have been pulling the rope in preparation for the big battle Friday. From what can be gathered of the results, the second year men will have a better chance of winning the event.

Enthusiasm for making a tryout for the Field Day met with the approval of "The Development of the Modern Cruiser," which traces the development of the cruiser from 1890 to the present time, by Henry E. Rossel, of "The Technical Rescue." Rossel is giving the talk at the annual Nautical Party given by Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, October 27, time 9 o'clock, at the house. Chairman are Mr. and Mrs. F. K. Watson and Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Scharmberg. Nautical invitations were sent out, and nautical costumes are expected.

Nothing more team has announced the follow-